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Winners of the New Mexico Music Industry Awards' best album of the year..... The kind of music that

makes you want to stand up and dance. Haunting vocals and edgey percussion combine with great

instrumental work to make a CD you might need to buy. Stop 10 MP3 Songs LATIN: Latin Pop, LATIN:

Flamenco Details: NOSOTROS has received the BEST ALBUM and BEST PRODUCER awards for the

CD "NOSOTROS"presented by the New Mexico Music Industry in Albuquerque May 23,2004. This past

summer they were featured at the San Jose Jazz Festival in Northern California and received great

reviews. Juts a few more reasons for you to listen to this incredible presentation by New Mexico's

premiere band. NOSOTROS is on the verge of great things and now you can find out why. NOSOTROS

is an exciting group of incredible musicians with a wonderful future ahead of them. Please take some time

and listen to these pieces. You'll most likely become a fan. Check out nosotrosmusicfor more info. Tom

Muller, co-producer, TAJ Stone Records The sound of NOSOTROS is original. This accomplished Latin

ensemble specializes in Afro-Cuban rhythms, Flamenco Rumbas, Latin Jazz, Bossa Novas, and

traditional folk songs from Mexico. With the flowing sound of flamenco guitars, the drive of Latin

percussion, and exotic sound of Spanish lyric, the sound is truly theirs. NOSOTROS performs for a large

fan-base throughout the Southwest. They have shared the stage with a variety of world-renowned artists

such as Etta James, Lisa Loeb, Dave Mason, and the Gipsy Kings. NOSOTROS features Felipe Ruibal

(vocals), Shane Derk (guitar), Randy Sanchez (guitar, tres), Justin McLauchlin (bass), and Dennis Jasso

(drums, cajon). The musicians have been performing music most of their lives, bringing together

individual styles influenced by many different genres such as jazz, flamenco, funk, Latin and rock. When

combined, a unique, hybrid sound is produced, versatile enough for performances in large venues as well

as small intimate settings. NOSOTROS welcomes Chris Trujillo as producer/member of the group. Chris'
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most recent credits include percussionist for Rod Stewart, Tom Petty, the Black Crowes, Dianna Ross,

and Toto. Trujillo performs with NOSOTROSwhenever he is in New Mexico. The ensemble has

completed several monthsof work in finshing this current release,"NOSOTROS", where they have taken

their music to new levels of excellence. "NOSOTROS" is a production of Rancho Digital Studios in Santa

Fe, NM and TAJ Stone Records.
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